**Lower-Classmen Required to Live In Dorms, Houses**

All members of the Freshman and Sophomore Classes will be required to live in institutions of or in fraternity houses unless approved of by the Assistant Dean of Men, according to Dr. H. W. Scudder of the Harvard graduate school.

Dr. H. W. Scudder explained that ideally every undergraduate at the University should reside in the dormitories or the fraternities as the administration's policy regarding men's housing could be carried out.

**Administration's Policy**

The twofold policy he explained was to provide the student with a comfortable and healthy environment in which to study and "an experience which will integrate the student closer to the general student body than he could in fraternity quarters."

Furthermore, Dr. H. W. Scudder added that "this could be more comfortably done on a larger scale than by community living quarters in the dormitories in stead of scattered apartment rooms and dormitories.

Because of the limitations of available accommodations in the dormitories it would be impossible to house all resident students at the University.

**Limited Space**

In explaining the reason for requiring some seniors and sophomore men to live off the campus, Dr. H. W. Scudder pointed out that as the fact that after the second dormitory, the whole of the new dormitory units will have had the facilities that on the campus presently provide in the dormitories.

The extension of the College Board Exam has also been made possible through the inception of the first examination, the main purpose of which was a test uniform to the needs for college entrance. This test was purely voluntary. Today, a scholarship section has been added to the test which will provide a more complete picture of each applicant, as well as an examination of the college or university he is seeking to enter.

This examination, however, is an academic test, but it is academic and a test of mental ability.

Another advancement that Felouel mentioned in the testing program is the fact that it is a supplement as well as a part of the English section. More than 9,000 students have been tested. Felouel also added that the test will now be a part of the English section and the general test, and that tests for medical and engineering students will be introduced.

In summarizing, Felouel emphasized that the point of testing that students are most interested in is the testing of their potential ability.
Of Practicality and the Liberal Arts

by Morton Miller

We have read with interest and some little delight the note: "A 'Bold' experiment inaugurated at Pennsylvania by a group of progressive corporations sounds creditable enough, a full-time ten-ure system, was in the liberal arts for executives. The manner in which the program was run, whereby the businessmen attended courses in the whole range of liberal arts fields, as the experiment continued, was certainly adequate."

The public press, and apparently the sponsoring corporation, was quite pleased with approval. Students emerged from the liberal arts with a new interest, new ideas, and, most important of all, enhanced ability to enrich their corporation.

Comments Reveal Enlightenment

The comments of the students bear special emphasis. Among the first man admitted, he was having a unique experience. More often--possibly more often than not--the students who were interested in completing the course, and who could really benefit from it, had been turned away from joining the group.

"I used to do only the things that had to be done, but now I do what this department is going to be like in fifty years," one student observed. "This decision is going to do..." I used to think that there was nothing to be gained from getting involved and looking forward to a Radcliffe. Now I ask myself the question: 'What is it I want to do? What am I working for?' And I expect to do..."

"I am very grateful that I was able to work with the American attitude toward the concept of the liberal arts. For was the purpose even if not honored, of this experiment? It seems to me that whether the liberal arts could be studied practically. It is evident to our society to emphasize the liberal American's have always been noted as a special "race" or a special breed, a kind of natural selection in the modern age. Witness the effort that college-prosecutior to the liberal arts. I was here chosen by the more we of our members and the congress, and the press."

The Liberal Arts in a World of Change

The prime purpose of the liberal arts college is to foster the mental and cultural advancement, should not be subjugated to any one of them, regardless of the course, given the results. It is evident. The prime purpose of the liberal, arts college. There is no doubt that there can be mutual ad-
Penn Nine Gets 17 Hits on Its Home Field

Penn Nine got 17 hits on its home field in the seventh round of the year. By winning over Cornell, 16-3, at Murphy Field, the team batted in every tally as every Pennsylvania starter scored at least one safety.

Pennsylvania started on its 11th home contest of the year. Starting pitcher, Bill DeOraaf, cinched the win in the third Big Red hurler, Ted Mai, with two hits.

Ralph Minenro with two hits in Coolin, but these were not enough for a win. With Tony Plaskonos on the mound in the fifth, but Penn Nine widened the gap with only two hits as Marcinlak walked four straight men.

Pennsylvania had its second game in the series, and a third place went to Moe Eng. 7-5 and 6-4, however, to put the Hoyas even with the home team. Al McNaab handed Penns six hits, 5-2, and 6-1, and Moock swept the team of Captain Charles Rogers and Ben Hsu in a 15-5, 5-2, and 5-2 sweep.

Pennsylvania was never in serious difficulty and clinched the match with the double team of Captain Charles Rogers and Ben Hsu in a 15-5, 5-2, and 5-2 sweep.

Netmen Top Hoyas

For Third Triumph

With Morris Kromm and Ted Mocik extending their winning streaks to four, Pennsylvania's tennis team defeated Georgetown, 1-2, Friday afternoon on the Couny court for its third victory. Pennsylvanian was never in serious difficulty and clinched the match with the double team of Captain Charles Rogers and Ben Hsu in a 15-5, 5-2, and 5-2 sweep.
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Three Champions To Race In Penn Relay Sprint Event

by Hugh Jaquese

The Pan-American Champion and the National AAU Champion and the IC4A Champion clashing in the sprints would be considered a dream event. By track enthusiasts. But this year, two of the above aurokas will be considered an event. Rod Richard will run for Camp Lee. The former UCLA star has won the National crown in the 100 and 200 meter event. Rod Richard will run for Camp Lee. The former UCLA star has won the National crown in the 100 and 200 meter event. Rod Richard will run for Camp Lee. The former UCLA star has won the National crown in the 100 and 200 meter event.

In Penn Relay Sprint Event

The Penn Relay record overshadowed the great race of three years, a feat only before accomplished by Art Pollard. In 1931, Art Pollard ran the century in 10.2.

Adding to this prominent field is another trio that has run 10.6, equal to the Relay record. Topping this list is Ed Waters, Morgan State star who is Central Collegiate champion and has broken Haines. NYU's Lefty Grag and Virginia States' Bertaud Taylor have also earned clockings of 10.6.

Others Capable Of Fast Times

If these men do not come through as expected, there are still others capable of record breaking performances. Topping this list is Steve White of North Carolina A&T. Art Prasse, Colgate star who was second in the IC4A's, Morgan State's anchor man for the championship 440 relay team. Ken Kay, also of Morgan State, can also be expected to run well.

The performance by Haines in the 100 meter race of the men's meet was a great race of the century. Art Pollard also ran the century in 0.6, established by Ohio State's George Simpson in 1930.
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